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Sammanfattning 
I detta masterprojekt analyseras ämnet handhållen djupskärning. Nuförtiden inom byggbranchen 
står arbetarna inför utmaningen att skära i betong, tegel och annat mineralbaserat material som är 
djupare än 15 cm. För närvarande finns det ett antal handhållna lösningar för djupskärning, dock 
med stora begränsningar så som låg pålitlighet och säkerhet, högt pris och behov av underhåll samt 
tröttsam användning av dessa maskiner. 
I detta arbete delas projektet upp i två komponenter – marknadsundersökning och 
konceptutveckling. För att bygga upp en kunskapsbas granskas först nuvarande tekniska 
plattformar för handhållna djupskärningsmaskiner. Därefter analyseras teoretisk bakgrund om 
marknadsundersökning och konceptutveckling. Baserat på det teoretiska ramverket, 
implementeras marknadsundersökningar och konceptutveckling och genomförandet beskrivs. 
Sekundär forskning, kundintervjuer och fokusgrupper är de primära informationskällorna för 
marknadsundersökningen. Morfologiska och Pughs matriser används sedan för att generera och 
utvärdera möjliga koncept, medan programen SolidWorks och KeyShot används som verktyg för 
utveckling av designfunktioner. 
Resultat från marknadsundersökningen visade att fönster, dörrar, ventilationsöppningar, 
storlekändringar på tegelstenar eller betongelement och korrigering av defekter som uppkommit 
under gjutning är de huvudsakliga användningsområdena för djupskärningsmaskiner. Det 
noterades att de flesta byggnadsarbetarna inte är medvetna om dessa maskiner, använder 
improviserade lösningar eller anlitar underleverantörer. Enfasig elektrisk ringsåg är resultatet av 
produktkonceptionsstadiet. Tre designdetaljer – tandad ring, teleskopskärmskydd och startbrytare 
– föreslås därefter. Slutligen presenteras diskussion om projektet och dess slutsatser samt 
rekommendationer och en kort översikt över framtida arbete. 
Arbetet består av 7 delar: introduktion, referensram, genomförande, resultat, diskussion och 
slutsatser, rekommendationer och framtida arbete, referenser. Avhandlingen består av: 68 sidor 
text utan bilagor, 40 figurer, 4 tabeller, 35 referenser. 8 bilagor bifogade. 
Nyckelord: diamond cutting, deep cutting, concrete cutting, masonry cutting, ring saw, chain saw, 
cut-n-break, market research, concept development 
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Abstract 
In this Master’s Degree project the topic of handheld deep cutting is analysed. These days in the 
construction business workers face the challenge of cutting into concrete, brick and other mineral-
based materials deeper than 15 cm. Currently there are a few handheld solutions for deep cutting 
but they have some major limitations, such as low reliability and safety, high price, maintenance 
and tiresome usage of these machines. 
In this paper the project is divided into two components – market research and concept 
development. To build a knowledge base, firstly, current technical platforms for handheld deep 
cutting machines are reviewed. Then, theoretical background behind market research and concept 
development is analysed. Following theoretical framework market research and concept 
development are implemented and steps taken described. Secondary research, customer interviews 
and focus groups are the main sources of information for the market research. Morphological and 
Pugh’s matrices are then used to generate and evaluate possible concepts, while software packages 
SolidWorks and KeyShot are used as tools for development of design features. 
Findings from the market research revealed that window, door, ventilation openings, resizing of 
bricks or concrete elements and fixing mistakes done during moulding are the main applications 
of deep cutting machines. It was noticed that most of the construction professionals are not aware 
of these machines, use workarounds or hire subcontractors. Single-phase electric ring saw is the 
outcome from product concepting stage. Three design features – toothed ring, telescopic blade 
guard and start switch – are then proposed. Finally, discussion of the whole project and its 
conclusions are given, recommendations and short overview on future work are provided. 
Work consists of 7 parts: introduction, frame of reference, implementation, results, discussion and 
conclusions, recommendations and future work, references. Thesis consists of: 68 pages of text 
without appendixes, 40 figures, 4 tables, 35 references. 8 appendixes attached. 
Keywords: diamond cutting, deep cutting, concrete cutting, masonry cutting, ring saw, chain saw, 
cut-n-break, market research, concept development 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the Notations and Abbreviations that are used in this Master thesis. 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

ha   Addendum (mm) 

x   Profile shift coefficient ( - ) 

m   Gear module ( - ) 

da   Tip diameter (mm) 

d   Reference diameter (mm) 

h   Tooth depth (mm) 

df   Root diameter (mm) 

Abbreviations 
CAD Computer Aided Design 
CRM Customer Relationship Management 
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 
USP Unique Selling Point 
ASEA Allmänna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
The first chapter of this thesis report describes background behind subject of the project – concrete 
cutter. Furthermore, reasoning and purpose of the project are introduced, scope and delimitations 
presented. Finally, methods to be used in the project are described. 

1.1 Background 
Concrete is one of the most popular building materials widely used across the world. It is a 
composite material produced by mixing binder with water and particles of aggregate. The most 
common type of binder is cement while sand or gravel is most frequently used as an aggregate. 
Variations of concrete were widely used in Roman times for building aqueducts, bridges, temples 
and other large buildings. Some structures built at the time still stand today proving how versatile 
and durable this material is (Gonçalves and Margarido, 2012). In mid-19th century concrete took 
a historic step forward when metal strips were imbedded into it to form what is now known as 
reinforced concrete. Combination of the tensile strength of metal and the compressional strength 
of concrete allows reinforced concrete to withstand different heavy loads, making it the most 
important building material of our age (ThoughtCo, 2017; Gnielka, Benz and Schollenberger, 
2007). 
Before it hardens, concrete can be easily moulded into different shapes and sizes because of its 
semiliquid initial state. However, there was always a need to reshape already cured concrete 
elements, make various openings, grooves or demolish old constructions. Concrete is a hard, 
mineral based material and requires even harder materials to remove its particles from the surface. 
This is where diamond tools come in, which up to this date is the most efficient way of drilling, 
cutting or otherwise removing bits of hard mineral based materials. 
In the early 19th century, first diamond tools for grinding and polishing were introduced. Later, 
period between 1927 and 1931 saw major improvements in diamond tools’ production process. 
First metal matrix abrasive tools were made from powders in the USA and Great Britain. In this 
short period of time both cold and hot pressing, or sintering, procedures to consolidate metal 
powder mix with abrasive additives were introduced. These consolidated metallic pieces 
containing diamonds nowadays are called diamond segments (Konstanty, 2005). 
Up until the early 1950s only mined diamond crystals were available for the industry making 
diamond tools very expensive. Although scientists had been trying to manufacture synthetic 
diamond crystals for a several hundred years it was only 1953 when the first positive and fully 
reproducible results were obtained by a team of researchers at ASEA. General Electric was the 
first to patent the full process and become capable of manufacturing synthetic diamonds on an 
industrial scale (Konstanty, 2005). 
Until current date several modern production techniques for diamond segments were developed. 
Based on different metal powder mixes, diamond sizes, pressure and temperature used for sintering 
different characteristics are achieved that are customised for the best performance in specific types 
of materials or conditions. Quite recently methods to position diamonds precisely within the 
segment rather that distribute them randomly were created. This gave engineers new dimensions 
to play with while trying to improve the performance of diamond tools. In addition to the 
improvements on a micro level, machines and methods for concrete cutting, drilling, grinding were 
being developed. As concrete cutting machine is the main topic of this thesis project, much deeper 
overview of modern concrete machines and tools is given later in the section 2.1 Handheld 
concrete cutters. 
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1.2 Reasoning and purpose 
Alongside all the important technical specifications of the concrete cutting machines such as 
power, weight, noise level, the one that is often very crucial for the users is cutting depth. To get 
the full picture on why this project was started we must look at the range of concrete cutters that 
can be found in the company’s portfolio. Currently it consists of an electric angle grinder, electric 
cutter, gas cut-off saw and a wall saw. If listed incrementally by their cutting depth, one could 
notice a gap between a cut-off saw and a wall saw. Figure 1 below illustrates these four types of 
machines for concrete cutting and the gap between them. 

 

Figure 1. Spectrum of concrete cutters currently in company’s portfolio. 
The figure does not represent exact models of machines in the company, prices or exact cutting 
depth since it may vary a bit depending on different blade types, etc. It is rather a symbolic 
representation of what the company offers right now and what are the specifications. 
A noticeable gap appears when it comes to the cutting depth above 150 mm. At the same time, it 
was observed that competitors have handheld machines falling into this range and that the number 
of such machines in the market is increasing. Therefore, it was decided to start this project in order 
to analyse the gap and possible opportunities to fill it with a new machine. For the matter of clarity 
and simplicity this gap is further referred as deep cutting. 
Before defining purpose of the project, it is important to distinguish between the whole project 
that is carried out in the company and this thesis project. Thesis project could be defined as the 
initial stage of the main, bigger project. The purpose of the whole project in the industrial company, 
as it is commonly the case in many companies, is to justify a good business opportunity and make 
use of it to generate profit. In this specific case, business opportunity involves development of a 
new concrete cutter for deep cuts. The purpose of this thesis project, on the other hand, is more 
specific and can be broken down into multiple goals: 
1) acquire better knowledge of competitors' products that cover the field of handheld deep 

cutting; 
2) find out applications where these tools are and could be used; 
3) find out if there is a market need and potential; 
4) create a concept for a new machine; 
5) create design features for the selected concept. 

1.3 Delimitations 
Despite covering quite a wide spectrum of topics – from market research to design – this project 
has some delimitations. To explain the first one, two terms that are often mixed or used as 
synonyms – tool and machine – should be explained. In the terminology of construction 
equipment, the word tool most often refers to consumable. In other words – the part of equipment 
that is in contact with a material and does an actual cutting/drilling/grinding with a help of 
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diamonds or other abrasive particles in it, and is replaced once it wears down. Machine is the part 
of equipment that is holding and driving a tool. It usually contains motor, gears, handles, buttons, 
etc. The main subject of this thesis project is a machine. Although tools are considered in some 
parts of the project, they are not analysed in much detail as it is more the topic of material science. 
Another thing that should be kept in mind is that even though more important machine 
characteristics, such as weight, noise, vibration, etc., exist, not all of them are planned to be 
investigated in this project. The focus is mostly given to cutting depth, power. 
Other important aspect to keep in mind is the way projects are carried out in large industrial 
companies. Every step in the process is done thoroughly and takes time. It can take as long as five 
years from an ideation to a new product launch. Therefore, being first stages of the project this 
master thesis may lack technical or design details. It may rather focus on the definition phase of 
requirements, market research, user studies and conceptual design. In addition, the company 
constitutes of specialised departments and teams which have their own roles in every project. 
Being a part of the marketing team a person might have a certain influence in formulating basic 
technical requirements as he collects the customers’ voice. But the main technical calculations, 
designing or ergonomics studies that follow the first phases are carried out by responsible 
development or design teams. Both of these aspects might limit the amount of detail in the second 
part of this master thesis project which is described in the following section. 
Another limiting factor relevant to doing thesis project in the industrial environment is limited 
freedom of decision making. Even though a lot of independence is provided for selection of 
methods and their implementation, industrial supervisor is the one that has much more experience 
in the field and sees if something was already tried in the past and did not work, is not going to 
bring benefit to the project or in general is not in line with a long-term company’s strategy. 
Finally, sensitive confidential information is yet another limitation in this project. Numbers taken 
from the company’s sales history, previous market research or company’s design guidelines and 
branding strategies cannot be subjected to public as it might harm company’s business. Therefore, 
rather than exact values of sales or research results, their percentage expression or generalised 
statements might be used. Similarly, results from the interviews that are made as part of the market 
research might not be very extensively shown and analysed. Rather, parts that are the most relevant 
and necessary to accomplish the goals raised for this thesis project will be presented. 

1.4 Methods 
Based on the purpose of the project it is convenient to break it down into two parts – market 
research and concept development. In other words, current market is going to be analysed, users 
questioned to understand their needs and preferences, after which design requirements and 
differentiation factors are going to be formulated which will then stand as a base for concept 
development. 

1.4.1 Market research 
There are many market research methods to choose from: interviews, surveys, focus groups, 
observations, user tests, etc. Because a big portion of this thesis project is market research, 
structured, thoughtful process and tools are necessary to make it as useful and effective as possible. 
Instead of just listing methods to be used in the thesis, a bit different, more systematic approach is 
chosen. 
Initial stage of the project includes literature review, which in this case is not only focused on the 
topic of the project, but also on the methods that help to achieve its goals. For the market research 
part, a large amount of literature and other sources about market research methodologies were 
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reviewed and analysed. Best approaches and theories from multiple sources were chosen, 
combined and are systematically presented in the section 2.2 Market research. 
By paying a considerable amount of attention to market research process and methods developed 
by scientists it is expected that market research in the project will be more effective and run 
smoothly. Methods to be used will be selected carefully by the objectives they are meant to 
accomplish and the end results will clearly answer research questions raised. 

1.4.2 Concept development 
Similar approach to that of market research is used for a concept development part. Many sources 
were analysed and it was decided that the framework for a concept creation described in the book 
Product Concept Design by Keinonen and Takala (2006) will be used: 
“A generic framework for product development and thus concept creation consists of three layers. 
It incorporates, first, the acquisition of knowledge that must be in place to allow, second, the 
successful development of product concepts and, third, their evaluation.” 
The framework is visualised in the Figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2. Layers of product concepting (Keinonen and Takala, 2006). 

As one can anticipate, concept development requires sufficient amount of diverse knowledge. 
Market research part of the thesis project corresponds to the knowledge acquisition layer of the 
concept creation framework. Gathered and summarised data should result in a list of design 
requirements, choice of technical platform, ideas for product differentiation and other information 
that is needed for the concept creation. All the knowledge from the market research stands as a 
base for the following concept generation layer. 
In addition, the framework by Keinonen and Takala was complemented by different aspects from 
various sources and developed even further. Section 2.3 Concept development presents in detail 
the concept development process and methods to be followed in the project. As with market 
research, following such structured process is believed to assist in smooth concept development 
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phase, facilitate communication and help other people, that potentially will get involved in the 
project, to take over and understand better the logic behind the steps made. 
For modelling, Solidworks CAD software is used in this project and the model edited further with 
Keyshot rendering software. 
Overall process of market research and concept development followed in this Master thesis is 
presented in the chart in Appendix H. 
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2  FRAME OF REFERENCE 
This chapter gives a summary of existing knowledge on handheld concrete cutters for deep cutting 
and presents the theoretical reference frame that is necessary to perform market research and 
concept development effectively. 

2.1 Handheld concrete cutters 
In order to prepare for the market research on handheld concrete cutters it is necessary to get a 
basic understanding about these machines, learn their working principles, main technical 
characteristics and type-specific features. Handheld concrete cutters, as the name imposes, are 
portable machines that are generally used in free hand operation. Hand cutters employed for cutting 
concrete using diamond tools are mostly variations of the machine types used for woodworking. 
A degree of strength and concentration is required in order to produce a straight cut as the position, 
direction, feed rate and other similar settings are upon the operator to decide. Size and handling 
properties of portable concrete cutters make them very flexible and universal in their range of uses. 
They are employed mainly where the use of wall saws or other large equipment items is not time 
and cost effective, not convenient or physically impossible (Gnielka, Benz and Schollenberger, 
2007). Despite concrete being the main cutting material these cutters can also be used on brick, 
block, asphalt and stone. 
Gnielka, Benz and Schollenberger in their Technical Manual for Construction Cutting Specialists 
(2007) define three types of handheld saws: circular, chain and ring. Quite recently, Swedish 
manufacturer Husqvarna released the Cut-n-break type power cutter which could technically be 
defined as a circular saw, but, on the other hand, uses a different technique to perform deep cuts 
and thus can be considered as a fourth type of handheld saws. 
Handheld cutters can also be classified by means of power. All of them can be driven by gasoline, 
hydraulic, pneumatic or electric power sources. Electric power sources can be of two different 
types – regular and high frequency, or single and three-phase. These two types differ a lot by power 
capacity, size, weight, price and, therefore, is important to keep in mind when considering the most 
suitable technical platform later in the project. 

2.1.1 Circular saws 
A circular saw, also known as a cut-off saw, is defined as a saw that has a circular disc shaped 
blade with a rotational axis in the middle of the tool. It is the most widely used type of handheld 
cutters. It can be driven by different means of power but gas engines are the most common. Most 
of the cut-off saws are using belt transmission where the motor is driving the pulley which rotates 
the belt and thus the tool. Basic example of a circular saw is shown in the Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Gas powered circular saw (Gnielka, Benz and Schollenberger, 2007). 

Circular concrete saws are mainly used to reshape bricks and blocks, make various openings in 
thin walls. Gas powered cut-off saws are also widely used in road construction for cutting asphalt. 
Advantages of a circular saw include: 

• Low maintenance and easy change of the blade. 
• Low price. 
• Low noise. 
• Low weight. 
• Simple to use. 
The main disadvantage of a circular saw is its low cutting depth, which due to its construction is 
always less than half of the blade’s diameter. By increasing diameter of the blade, it is possible to 
reach bigger cutting depths but as the blade gets bigger its weight, safety and machine ergonomics 
become more and more of an issue. 350 mm diameter blade is currently the largest blade that can 
be mounted on such saws, giving up to 150 mm of cutting depth. 

2.1.2 Chain saws 
A chain saw is best known from its applications in wood industry and it can often be found in a 
tool storage of a regular house owner. In the case of concrete cutting, a regular steel chain for wood 
is replaced by a special chain that contains diamond segments and more powerful motor is used. 
In addition, chain saws for concrete are always equipped with a water cooling system that 
constantly applies water to the cutting area, thus helping to prolong chain’s lifetime and increas a 
cutting speed. Chain is usually driven by the sprocket that is connected to the motor directly, or 
through additional gears. A diamond chain runs over a chain bar and is guided by the groove in it. 
On the tip of a chain bar a second sprocket is mounted which rotates freely on a bearing and 
redirects the chain backwards. Example of a chain saw with hydraulic motor is given in the 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Hydraulic chain saw (1 – hydraulic hoses with connections; 2 – base frame with hand grips; 3 – hydraulic 
valve with trigger lever; 4 – hydraulic motor; 5 – drive sprocket; 6 – chain bar; 7 – diamond chain) (Gnielka, Benz 

and Schollenberger, 2007). 

Advantages of a concrete chain saw are: 

• Exceptional cutting depth (up to 500 mm). 
• Ability to make small square openings. 
• Ability to cut sharp corners with no under-/overcuts. 
However, there are a few crucial drawbacks as well: 

• More power is needed compared to other cutters due to: 
o Thicker diamond segments. 
o Extra friction between two sprockets, guide bar and a chain. 
o Bigger contact area with a material due to guide bar geometry. 

• Complicated maintenance, need to adjust chain tension regularly. 
• Rotating chain not covered with a guard. 
• Cutting is not straightforward, certain technique is required. 
• High price of diamond chains. 

2.1.3 Ring saws 
Ring saws have somewhat unique design that cannot be seen in other industries. Its main two 
distinctive features – a ring-shaped blade and eccentric power transmission between a motor and 
a blade. Rather than being supported in the centre, the blade is driven by a drive wheel and guided 
by sets of rollers located on the side. Due to this construction ring saws can cut deeper than the 
radius of the blade. Like the chain saws, ring saws must be cooled by water and are equipped with 
special water hoses and nozzles. Basic structure of the ring saw is shown in the Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Hydraulic ring saw and its drive mechanism (1 – cutting ring blade; 2 – protective cover; 3 – hydraulic 

motor; 4 – base frame with hand grips; 5 – support rollers with adjustment; 6 – hand grip; 7 – hydraulic valve with 
trigger lever; 8 – water connection; 9 – hydraulic hoses with connections; 10 – guide plate with water feed; 11 – 

guide groove; 12 – guide plate) (Gnielka, Benz and Schollenberger, 2007). 

While the best feature clearly is the big cutting depth, other characteristics of the ring saws are 
somewhat relative. In many aspects, a ring saw stands in between circular and chain saws. It has 
moderate maintenance and blade replacement complexity, moderate price of the blade, moderate 
level of safety. On the other hand, disadvantage of it is its higher weight due to drive mechanism 
which consists of two pairs of support rollers. In addition, drive wheel is subject to high wear 
which causes slip between a ring and a drive wheel. 

2.1.4 Cut-n-break saw 
Cut-n-break is a relatively new type of machine that was patented in the first decade of this 
millennium by Electrolux and later upgraded with multiple patents by Husqvarna (Donnerdal, 
Pinzani and Albinsson, 2005). See Figure 6 for a schematic drawing of the patented machine. 

 
Figure 6. Gas powered Cut-n-break machine (Donnerdal, Pinzani and Albinsson, 2005). 

While it could be classified as a circular saw according to its definition, it has a unique construction 
and cutting procedure. The machine consists of two parallel circular discs that are rotated 
simultaneously by the same motor. Maximum blade diameter being 23 cm allows making up to  
8 cm depth cut. However, as the name suggests, cutting technique consists of repetitive cutting 
and breaking steps. After the first cut, concrete core is broken with a crowbar and removed from 
the cutting area. Then the second cut is done and concrete core removed. These steps are repeated 
until the full cut is done. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the process. 
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Figure 7. Schematic cutting process with Cut-n-break machine: first cut, breaking of the core, second cut, breaking 

of the core (Donnerdal, Pinzani and Albinsson, 2009). 

 
Figure 8. Cutting process with Cut-n-break machine (Youtube, 2013). 

As one can imagine, in order to be able to cut in such way, machine arm, 56 in the Figure 6, cannot 
be wider than the distance between the outer surfaces of the two disc blades. This is the unique 
feature of the Cut-n-break construction that allows making cuts of up to 40 cm depth with only 23 
cm diameter blades. 
Main advantage of such saw is a maximum cutting depth of 400 mm. Other advantages include 
the ones listed under a circular saw: low maintenance, low price, low noise and weight, ease of 
use. On the other hand, main cons are: 

• Takes longer than other. 
• Two consumables required at the same time. 
• More debris after the cut. 
• More material is lost due to a wide cut. 

2.1.5 Diamond tools 
Diamond tools, also referred as inserts or consumables, take the important role in concrete cutting. 
Even though it is out of scope of this thesis project, it is useful to know the main types and basic 
structure of diamond tools. There are many different diamond inserts for different machines and 
applications (see Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Types of diamond consumables. 

Two substantial parts of every type of diamond insert are steel base and diamond segments, that 
are welded to the base (see Figure 10). For the market research, especially when it comes to costs 
and prices, it is useful to know that diamond segments for different kinds of tools are more or less 
the same, differing a bit in matrix composition for different materials, also in shape and size. Steel 
base, on the other hand, is different for every type and is the variable that influences price of the 
consumables a lot. Looking at the circular blades, rings and chains it becomes obvious why chains 
cost the most. Compared to a simple circular or ring-shaped steel plate, a chain is much more 
complex part, consisting of hundreds of separate pieces that are connected together. 

 
Figure 10. Diamond blade structure. 

2.2 Market research 
Market research is an inevitable part in every business. As E.F. McQuarrie states in his book The 
Market Research Toolbox: A Concise Guide for Beginners (1996): “Market research refers to any 
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effort to gather information about markets or customers.” In today’s competitive environment it 
is crucial for companies to stay watchful and constantly observe their competitors, quickly react 
to market changes, trends or technological innovations. Every project or new product development 
within the company involves a bigger or smaller market research that can have a dozen of different 
approaches. 
H.W. Schroiff in the Market Research Handbook (2007) notices that companies tend to believe 
that separate pieces of market information will allow them to develop a valid and full market 
understanding which in turn will help them to outrank their competitors. This continues to be one 
of the major judgmental fallacies of corporations today that causes failures in the long run. “The 
most essential precondition for truly obtaining a value-added “return on investment” (ROI) from 
Market Research funds is to subscribe to a systematic Market Research process with dedicated 
procedural and decisional hygiene. Then – and only then – will corporations be able to benefit 
from connecting to consumers via the research function.” Therefore, it is of a high importance to 
pay appropriate attention to understanding how a market research should be done, what are the 
different ways to do it and what ways are the best in every specific case. 
In this section of the chapter theoretical background behind the process and different approaches 
towards the market research are presented. In addition, market research process from a corporate 
perspective is described in the Appendix A. 

2.2.1 Market research process 
Analysing different literature one could notice that a generic market research process is almost 
always divided into seven steps. Sarstedt and Mooi (2014) presentation of this process can be seen 
in the Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. Market research process. 

2.2.1.1 Problem definition 
The initial and most important step of the market research is identifying and formulating the 
problem. It stands as a base and only when the problem is clearly and accurately defined the market 
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research can be carried out successfully. In different market situations “problem” can refer to 
different things. It can be a certain issue with current products, marketing strategies or just a new 
market opportunity. Sarstedt and Mooi (2014) identify three categories of marketing problems: 

• Ambiguous problems 
• Somewhat defined problems 
• Clearly defined problems 
While ambiguous problems occur when there is a very little knowledge about the issue, on the 
other side of the spectrum, clearly defined problems deal mostly with optimising certain variables 
that are well known. In many cases companies face ambiguous problems and with a help of market 
research narrow them down to somewhat defined and, further, to clearly defined ones. Defining 
what type of problem is faced is important to properly select the research design in the next step. 

2.2.1.2 Research design 
Different sources define three types of research design: exploratory, descriptive and causal 
research. These research designs correlate with previously described research problem categories 
and are created to solve those problems accordingly. All of them have different purposes and use 
various data collection methods that fit these purposes the best. 
Sreejesh, Mohapatra and Anusree (2014) summarise that “exploratory research can be used to 
obtain necessary information and to develop a proper foundation for conducting detailed research 
later”. Sarstedt and Mooi (2014) also identify that purpose of the exploratory research includes 
formulation of hypotheses and main questions for conclusive (descriptive or causal) research and 
elimination of impractical ideas. It also helps to sort priorities and understand what information is 
necessary and what is just good to know. 
Descriptive research design, as the name imposes, is used to describe certain points of interest. 
Examples could be describing who the users of the handheld deep cutting machines are, where 
these tools are used, what materials are cut, what features those users appreciate the most, etc. 
Causal research design gets even narrower and is used to investigate relationships between 
different variables. It could be used to solve clearly defined and very specific problems. For 
example: how does increased ergonomics affect perceived safety of the tool? 
Summary of three research designs is given in the Table 1. 
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Table 1. Research designs (derived from FluidSurveys (2014), Sreejesh, Mohapatra and Anusree (2014), Sarstedt 
and Mooi (2014)) 

 

2.2.1.3 Data collection methods and sample design 
Data collection is a very broad topic and it takes a big part of the market research. It requires a lot 
of time and resources. Because of this, data colleting is often referred as the market research itself 
and dozens of data collecting methods – as market research methods. Section 2.2.2 Market 
research methods of this chapter gives a more detailed overview of the classification of data 
collection techniques and the methods themselves. For now, it could be mentioned that there are 
two main classifications of data – primary/secondary and qualitative/quantitative. Different 
methods give a researcher different types of data. Some of the methods are specifically designed 
to provide qualitative data, some – quantitative data, some of them fall somewhere in between and 
can be adjusted for a researcher’s needs. 
Sarstedt and Mooi (2014) emphasize that “Data lie at the heart of conducting market research” 
and collecting a good data is crucial for the quality and usefulness of the research. Kelly (2007) 
adds that “in the new economic climate, market research must deliver quality data and information 
at a speed that accords with the decision-making cycle demanded by data users, but, as in the past, 
the emphasis must be on quality, irrespective of the time or cost constraints imposed upon the 
research process.” Sreejesh, Mohapatra and Anusree (2014) say that errors cannot be allowed in 
data collecting and as an example they give situations when an interviewee does not understand 
the question correctly or the interviewer records the answers inaccurately. Summarising these 
sources – a great attention should be paid at selecting the right data collection method and 
designing it properly before putting in action. 
Only in very rare cases full population of the target group can be investigated, therefore sampling 
is used, which is the process of selecting a group of people from a population. A sample is then 
representing the whole population and matches characteristics of it. Research experts distinguish 
two approaches to sample selection – probability and non-probability sampling (see Figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Sampling approaches (Sarstedt and Mooi, 2014). 

In probability sampling every member of target population has an approximately equal chance to 
be selected for the research. In many cases a list of population is taken and desired number of 
participants is selected randomly from the list. There are some more complex methods, such as 
stratified or cluster sampling, which firstly divide a population into groups according to certain 
characteristics or predefined requirements and then randomly pick a number of participants from 
each group ensuring diversity. 
Non-probability sampling, on the other hand, does not give equal chance for every population 
member to participate. Researchers might subjectively pick respondents based on their network, 
accessibility. Market research firms often have a panel of people that are often participating in 
various research and are known to provide useful information. In quota sampling, for example, 
respondents are taken based on certain pre-specified characteristics and as soon as quota gets filled 
other members of the population have no chance to get in (Sarstedt and Mooi, 2014). 
Selection of a certain sampling procedure and sampling size often rely on resources available. 
Even though bigger sample sizes and probability sampling methods might reduce number of errors 
and provide more accurate data, limited time and money often make companies to optimise the 
process, reduce the sample and approach easily accessible respondents by using existing network. 

2.2.1.4 Data collection 
Data collection is the step where all preparatory work is put into action, selected respondents are 
approached and data collection method is executed. As a rule, market researchers are advised to 
look for secondary data prior to gathering primary data as the secondary data usually takes less 
time to collect and does not depend on the respondents’ willingness to participate. It also might 
give some insights that could be used later to include or improve something in the primary data 
gathering that follows. More details on ways how primary and secondary data can be obtained are 
given in the section 2.2.2 Market research methods. 

2.2.1.5 Data analysis 
Sreejesh, Mohapatra and Anusree (2014) introduce six data analysis stages (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13. Stages of data analysis (adapted from Sreejesh, Mohapatra and Anusree, 2014). 
Validation is the first and very basic step in data analysis. Shortly, in this step it is verified that an 
interview was actually conducted. Often this stage is done by checking first page of the interview 
where respondent’s name, company, address and other demographic details are recorded. 
After validation follows editing, which is meant to identify any mistakes done by the interviewer 
or respondent. According to the authors suggesting such data analysis process, while editing 
person should also look whether skip pattern (depending on the response, the interviewer skips to 
the next relevant question) was used correctly and interviewer did not skip or forget any important 
questions. During editing some responses might also get discarded if they are seen to be 
inconsistent, incomplete or in other ways inappropriate. 
Coding, as put by Kelly (2007), is “grouping the same or similar responses, depending upon the 
words used or the sense conveyed”. In general, coding is done by giving codes to certain repetitive 
responses. Codes can be both numbers or letters combinations and they are meant to simplify the 
data analysis. Codes then can be categorised and handled more efficiently by researchers. While 
for close-ended questions coding is done relatively easily, open-ended questions can have a much 
bigger variety of responses and is much harder to code. In this case, Sreejesh, Mohapatra and 
Anusree (2014) suggest content analysis technique. Content analysis helps to derive categories for 
similar thoughts and opinions and also makes it easier to leave aside responses that are not relevant 
to the interview topic. The main distinctive feature of content analysis is that the researcher is 
analysing data thoroughly to come up with the categories rather than using pre-determined possible 
responses to derive categories. 
For data entry, more and more firms start using specialised software. It helps researchers to collect 
and automatically enter data gathered from online, telephone or paper surveys. In addition, 
technological innovations opened new opportunities for data entry, such as optical scanning, 
barcode reading or voice recognition (Sreejesh, Mohapatra and Anusree, 2014). CAQDAS 
software is one of the examples of state of the art technology, that can produce quantitative data 
from qualitative method by looking at frequency of certain events or words during the interview 
(Greener, 2008). Anyhow, smaller market research can use manual data entry, as the amounts of 
data are still easily manageable. 
Data cleaning is one of the final steps that once again tries to reduce errors in the research. Sarstedt 
and Mooi (2014) identify that data cleaning deals with: 

• Interviewer fraud 
• Suspicious response patterns 
• Data entry errors 
• Outliers 
• Missing data 
There are many different situations falling into all of these categories and each has separate 
disclosure techniques. Not expanding too much on the topic, focus will be given to only a few 
mostly occurring issues. 
Inconsistent answers are one of suspicious response patterns. Surveys and interviews often include 
similar questions that vary in formulation and therefore allow capturing any contradictions in 
respondent’s answers. This might stand as a warning signal about respondents being not honest or 
answering a survey/interview irresponsibly and carelessly. Outliers are values of data that differ a 
lot from similar data from other respondents. For example, if a number of foremen in construction 
companies are asked about how much they paid for a specific tool and one of them gives 10,000$ 

Validation Editing Coding Data entry Data 
cleaning

Tabulation 
& Analysis
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as an answer while everyone’s else answers ranged between 500-1000$, this could be identified 
as an outlier. Sarstedt and Mooi (2014) discuss whether or not outliers should be kept as useful 
data and suggest looking for any explanation for these high or low values. In the end, it should be 
watched what is the effect of these values on overall results and decision to keep the outlier 
reconsidered in case results are influenced significantly. 
Last but not least, between 2-10% of questions remain unanswered (Sarstedt and Mooi, 2014). It 
mainly depends on subject and length of the questionnaire. Three popular approaches to dealing 
with missing answers are: listwise deletion, pairwise deletion and expectation maximization (EM). 
The first approach is very straightforward and any responses with incomplete answers are 
discarded. Pairwise deletion is not that strict and uses answers even from half-filled responses in 
calculation of statistics. The last, EM, method is a bit more complicated. Based on estimated 
statistical parameters expected values of missing data are derived. In the second step, parameters 
are re-estimated taking into account the expected values and in this way suitable values are used 
to replace missing data. 
Tabulation and analysis is the final step of the process. In simple sense, tabulation involves putting 
data into tables. There is one-way frequency and cross tabulation methods, which respectively deal 
with single type and multiple types of data in a single table. Example of these two types of 
tabulation is given in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14. One-way frequency and cross tabulation methods (Sreejesh, Mohapatra and Anusree, 2014). 

Obviously, researchers do not limit themselves only with tables and other visual methods to reflect 
the results are used, including graphs, charts, plots, etc. Once the results are visualised, data 
analysis, also referred as data mining, takes place. “Data mining involves discovering knowledge 
by analysing data from various perspectives and refining it into useful information” (Sreejesh, 
Mohapatra and Anusree, 2014). When certain relationships between variables are noticed, business 
strategies can be created, new business opportunities or trends discovered. From a more technical 
perspective, preferred technical solutions can be seen, changes in user behaviour based on 
characteristics of a tool, machine, device can be noticed. 

2.2.1.6 Interpreting, discussing and presenting 
The final stage of market research process, interpreting, discussing and presenting the findings, is 
closely related to previous step. Once the data is clearly presented and certain patterns are seen in 
the results, researchers formulate conclusions and provide recommendations. Sarstedt and Mooi 
(2014) stress the importance of communication. To communicate the findings effectively, they 
should be presented in a clear, simple and structured way, as the person receiving the information 
is not necessarily familiar with the research process. “Usually, market researchers provide a 
written report summarizing the key findings. This report is the written evidence of the research 
effort and is often the only record of the full results. In addition, market researchers frequently 
present their findings orally which requires specific communication skills” (Sarstedt and Mooi, 
2014). All in all, final conclusions should give answers to the research questions and set the base 
for the follow-up actions. 
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2.2.2 Market research methods 
To begin with, as mentioned before, most of the time market research methods refer to data 
collecting methods. Market research can be classified into primary and secondary research. 
Secondary research is further classified into internal and external. Primary research is classified 
into quantitative and qualitative, however, data obtained from secondary research could also be 
classified into quantitative or qualitative, not depending on whether it is internal or external. It 
might get a bit confusing as these terms go hand in hand with each other and, for example, 
quantitative data can be both primary and secondary, but primary research can also have both 
quantitative and qualitative data. Many ways of putting and showing these relationships can be 
derived. Figure 15 below shows one way of categorisation of market research methods. 
Sarstedt and Mooi (2014) give a simple distinction between primary and secondary data: “primary 
data are data that a researcher has collected for a specific purpose, secondary data are collected 
by another researcher for another purpose.” Describing quantitative and qualitative data is not as 
simple as that and these two concepts are much more intermixed, but Sarstedt and Mooi (2014) 
again give a concise summary: “Quantitative data are presented in values, whereas qualitative 
data are not. Qualitative data can take many forms such as words, stories, observations, pictures, 
or audio.” 

 
Figure 15. Market research methods. 

As can be seen from the hierarchy chart, quantitative and qualitative research methods are further 
broken down into various data collection methods, such as surveys, interviews, observations. 
Internal and external types of secondary research are also broken down into different data sources. 
In the following sections a few most popular and relevant data collection methods are analysed 
describing their main purposes, strong and weak sides. It is important to keep in mind that rarely 
only one method is used in the research. Rather a few methods are used in parallel or combined. 
Interview can be a part of observation, survey can be included in focus groups, etc. 
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2.2.2.1 Surveys 
A survey is probably one of the two most popular research methods. Surveys employ 
questionnaires to gather various information from respondents. Primarily, surveys are used when 
researchers have specific questions and want to get quantitative data. They can mostly be found in 
descriptive and causal research. Surveys work well when standardised, unequivocal and easily 
understandable questions are asked and does not fit very well when many open-ended questions 
are given (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012). Although surveys can also be used to gather 
qualitative information, other methods are preferred, as people are not willing to write too much 
during surveys and quite often even skip open-ended questions. 
There are a few different ways to approach people with surveys. Probably the most popular way 
nowadays – internet. Using email, forums or social media researchers can access large amounts of 
people in little time being anywhere in the world and it barely costs anything. However, if research 
population is more specific researchers can have a hard time finding those people. In this case, 
special groups should be targeted, for example – forum for gardening enthusiasts. Summarised 
pros and cons of internet surveys are: 
Pros 

• Fast data collection. 
• Easy access to large groups of people. 
• Majority of costs related to set up of the survey only. 
• Extra information sources, as pictures or sounds, can be used. 
• Complex questionnaires with rotations, randomisations can be given. 
Cons 

• Internet surveys have low response rate. 
• May not be able to reflect the population as a whole. 
• No guarantee that the respondents are who they say they are. 
• Respondents can complete the survey more than once. 

As researchers normally address a group of people rather than an individual personally, a person 
is less likely to take time to answer the questionnaire. On the other hand, this should probably be 
compensated by big amounts of people seeing the survey, which is not that easy to accomplish 
with other survey methods. 
Other ways of surveying include telephone surveys, mail/postal surveys, paper surveys conducted 
in places like malls, universities, etc. These methods require more resources and time, therefore 
are used more seldom. 

2.2.2.2 Observations 
Sreejesh, Mohapatra and Anusree (2014) generally describe observation as the process of data 
collection where researcher has almost no contact with the respondents. Rather, he or she is 
observing subject from the distance, making notes, pictures, recording, analysing and interpreting 
person’s actions and behaviour. As you could notice from the chart in Figure 15, observations fall 
into both, quantitative and qualitative methods. Similarly to other methods, there are a few 
different classifications of observations. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2012) name two types of 
observations – participant and structured observation. The first one is considered to be qualitative, 
latter – quantitative. Instead of being called participants or respondents, people being observed are 
called informants, as in this case the researcher is the one that steps in and participates in the 
environment of another person (Monahan and Fisher, 2010). 
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Structured observation is the one closer to the generic definition of the observation itself. As the 
name implies, such observation has a high level of predetermined structure and researcher takes a 
more detached stance. Historically, structured observations were used in factories to determine 
how workers are doing their daily tasks and how long do they take. This information was then 
analysed to optimise the processes. Main purpose of structured observation is to quantify 
behaviour, to see how often things happen, not digging deeper into reasons why that happen 
(Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012). Kelly (2007) divides structured observation further into 
covert and overt observations, meaning that a researcher can act undercover without informants 
knowing that they are being observed, or he can take an overt approach and identify himself as an 
observer, explaining the purpose of the observation. Excluding possible ethical issues, covert 
observation is thought to give a more honest, “pure” information, as informants have no reason to 
change their normal behaviour, which can happen when they know they are being watched. 
Another type of observation – participant observation – is much more inclusive and requires a high 
level of immersion into the observed environment. A researcher tries to participate fully, become 
a member of a group or community being observed. In this way researcher gets not only the 
knowledge on what is happening but also a feeling why it is happening and can even discover 
small nuances of human behaviour. Gill and Johnson (2010) give four roles that a researcher can 
take while performing participant observation (Figure 16). Without getting too much into detail, 
these four roles are distinguished by two variables – extent to which a researcher gets involved 
into the activities and whether informants are aware of having an observer among them (Saunders, 
Lewis and Thornhill, 2012). 

 
Figure 16. Typology of participant observation researcher roles (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012). 
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Concluding pros and cons of observations as a research method: 
Pros 

• Measures an actual behaviour, not just a user-reported behaviour. 
• Possible to get small nuances of human behaviour. 
• Researcher can get “in shoes” of informants. 
Cons 

• Informant may adjust his/her behaviour because of the observer’s presence. 
• Might take a long time to get fully involved in the group. 
• Researcher has little control of the environment and process. 

2.2.2.3 Interviews 
Interviews, together with surveys, are probably the two most commonly used market research 
techniques. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2012) describe the research interview as “purposeful 
conversation between two or more people, requiring the interviewer to establish rapport, to ask 
concise and unambiguous questions, to which the interviewee is willing to respond, and to listen 
attentively.” Interview transcripts are then analysed, interpreted and concluded to answer research 
questions. Similarly to observations, there are a few different types of interviews that can be chosen 
according to the research purpose and type of data required. Structured, semi-structured and in-
depth interviews are the three categories that are most widely used. 
Structured interviews use standardised questionnaires that are well prepared and structured. “While 
there is social interaction between you and the respondent, such as the preliminary explanations 
that you will need to provide, you should read out the questions exactly as written and in the same 
tone of voice so that you do not indicate any bias” (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012). Possible 
answers are often limited, anticipated beforehand and even pre-coded for further analysis. Because 
of specific and closed-end questions data from structured interviews is quantifiable. 
On the other side, in-depth, or unstructured, interviews are very helpful with colleting qualitative 
data. Researchers not always use questionnaires for this kind of interviews. Rather they have a list 
of aspects in mind that they want to cover. Researchers’ role is mostly to listen carefully, give 
relevant follow up questions and guide an interviewee to stay on track. In such way, in-depth 
interviews reveal reasoning and feelings behind informant’s actions. 
Finally, semi-structured interview is something in between structured and in-depth interview. 
Interviewer might have a list of key questions that have to be asked, but their order is often not set 
and formulation is not strictly determined. A researcher can give additional questions that may 
arise from the responses. Even though semi-structured interviews are referred as qualitative 
method (King, 2004), they can provide combination of quantitative and qualitative data. 
Main pros and cons for using interviews in the research are: 
Pros 

• Interviewees rarely leave questions unanswered due to personal interaction with an 
interviewer. 

• Allows to get in detail explanations. 
• Possibility to react to responses and adjust further questions. 
Cons 

• Time consuming. 
• Special preparation for an interviewer is necessary in order not be bias and react quickly to 

responses. 
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• Interviewer has to take notes or record the answers in other ways. 

2.2.2.4 Focus groups 
Focus groups could be described as group interviews where a researcher is encouraging discussion 
between participants. These group interviews can focus on a specific issues, products, services or 
certain topics (Krueger and Casey, 2009) “by encouraging discussion amongst participants and 
the sharing of perceptions in an open and tolerant environment” (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 
2012). Participants can be selected so that all of them have similar level of knowledge or 
experience within the topic, or the opposite, very diverse people can be selected to bring many 
different colours to the group discussion. Moderator is often required to get the discussion running 
and to keep the group discussion within the frame of an issue. In focus groups participants can 
generate more ideas than in individual interviews as the discussion and multiple inputs foster 
creativity and make people to look at the problem from different angles. 
There are a few pros and cons specific to focus group method: 
Pros 

• Group discussions promote idea generation. 
• Participants feel less vulnerable in a group. 
• Can get a lot of different feedback in short time. 

Cons 

• One or a few people can dominate the group “pushing” their ideas. 
• Dominant group opinion can push away individual ideas. 
• People may not reveal more sensitive data to a group of people. 
• Good control of the discussion is required. 

2.2.2.5 Usability testing 
Usability testing is very valuable in product or service related research. It is used to collect 
qualitative data to evaluate product or service by performing tests with a sample of relevant 
population. The main goal is to identify any usability problems and determine the participant's 
satisfaction with the product (usability.gov, 2017). There are some good and bad sides of usability 
testing method: 
Pros 

• Participants get first-hand practical experience with a product rather than performance “on-
paper”. 

• Direct and very “fresh” feedback from the users. 
• Researchers able to see the product in use by regular users, record reactions or any misuses. 
Cons 

• Time consuming. 
• Special equipment and room/lab might be needed depending on a product. 
• Participants might need to be brought on-site depending on a product. 

2.2.2.6 Secondary research methods 
In the article “An overview of market research methods” (My Market Research Methods, 2011) 
secondary research is presented as a method itself standing right besides primary methods, such as 
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surveys, interviews, etc. Citing words of Sarstedt and Mooi (2014): “Secondary data are data that 
have already been gathered, often for a different research purpose and some time ago.” 
Internal data refers to data that can be found inside the company. It includes company’s records 
that can be extracted from CRM, ERP systems or similar, sales reports or simply previous market 
research that can be found in company’s database. 
External data is widely used by academic and industrial researchers. This is the data that 
researchers gather outside of their organisation. The most popular sources of external information 
are governments, trade associations, literature databases. Governments often provide data about 
country’s or region’s economy, politics, social issues. Trade associations give facts and figures on 
specific trades that they represent. Various literature databases have a vast amount of professional 
and academic journals, newspapers and books. Market research and consulting firms are rich 
sources of information. Some of them regularly publishes data gathered from the market, gives 
most current trends. “Consulting firms provide general advice, information, and knowledge, while 
market research firms only focus on marketing-related applications” (Sarstedt and Mooi, 2014). 
This data can often be purchased by organisations and used to help with their research and 
business. 
Recently internet has become one of the main tools for researchers to access different information. 
Basically, all information providers are shifting online and therefore researchers are able to access 
all kinds of different data using search engines, such as Google or Bing. 
As was mentioned before, market researchers are advised to look for secondary data prior to 
gathering primary information, because it has some specific advantages: 

• Easy to access, requires little time. 
• Often accessible free of charge. 
• Requires less analysis as conclusions are often already given. 
However, like every research method, secondary research has some drawbacks as well: 

• Data not customised for your specific research questions. 
• Data can be outdated. 
• Sources’ reliability might be unknown. 

2.3 Concept development 
Theoretical background behind concept development is necessary to understand the structure of 
concept development process, what should be done to successfully prepare for it and how it should 
be carried out. In addition, knowing theoretical framework developed by scientists allows 
comparing it with standardised concept development process done in the company. In this section 
of the chapter a few approaches to concept development are shortly compared. Furthermore, one 
chosen approach by Keinonen and Takala already mentioned in 1.4.2 Concept development is 
broken down and analysed in more detail. 

2.3.1 Concept development approaches 
Reviewing different literature, it was noticed that over the years several different approaches 
towards concept development were developed. Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) in their famous book 
“Product Design and Development” present the 7-step process of concept development 
(see Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. Activities comprising the concept development phase. 

Pahl, Beitz, Feldhusen and Grote (1988) give another, a bit more technical approach to conceptual 
design process (see Figure 18). 

 
Figure 18. Steps of conceptual design. 
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Keinonen and Takala (2006) give yet another approach – 3-layer process of product concepting 
(see Figure 19). 

 
Figure 19. Layers of product concepting (Keinonen and Takala, 2006, p. 60). 

From the first sight, all three examples may seem different. However, looking behind headlines of 
different steps it becomes clear that they all consist of three major phases: 

• Gathering information: user needs, competition benchmarking, requirements list, technical 
specifications. 

• Creating concepts based on gathered information. 
• Evaluating and selecting concepts based on technical, economic and other criteria. 
In conclusion, majority of approaches involve the same steps that are just a bit differently 
structured and presented. Therefore, it is up to the designer to choose an approach which is the 
most suitable. For this project, the approach of Keinonen and Takala is chosen as a base for concept 
development due to its neat, clear structure and simplicity. In addition, other sources are then 
employed to form a bit more extensive and complete concept development procedure. 

2.3.2 Background research 
As seen in the Figure 19 above, Keinonen and Takala (2006) identify three types of information 
that comprise background required for further stages. According to the authors, conceptualization 
can be driven by any of these three variables. It can be a new innovative technical solution, certain 
business need or a problem solver for the users. In any way, “a successful process requires input 
and insight from three sides: realising the technical possibilities, understanding the users' needs 
and the context of use, and having a working idea about the business models around the concepts.” 
Insufficient knowledge in any of these can lead to a bottleneck in later stages of the process and, 
at the same time, it limits number of possible concepts that could otherwise be initiated by it. 
It should be noticed now what a significant role market research plays in concept development and 
how these two parts of the master thesis project relate. All the market research methods mentioned 
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previously can be used for background research. Gathered data can be then used to drive concept 
generation and evaluation, to select technical platforms and target users, create marketing, price 
and positioning strategies. 

2.3.3 Concept generation and its methods 
Having necessary background information an industrial designer is ready to start making concepts. 
Methods to be used for developing a concept also depend on a kind of concept that is being 
developed. Keinonen and Takala (2006) introduce three concept types: product development 
concepts, emerging concepts and vision concepts. Product development concepts are meant to 
support the definition of the product specification and build a base for further product 
development, while emerging and vision concepts are rather meant for developing completely new 
and futuristic types of products and have wider targets. Knowing that the company focuses on a 
new product development rather than a visionary solution, first type – product development 
concept – is the one to be developed in this project. Keinonen and Takala (2006) write that 
“product development concepts aim to define product specifications and often may need quite 
detailed briefs as input”. Therefore, all information gathered from the market research should be 
concluded neatly in a brief form and give a solid background for concept generation. 
Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) give a 5-step concept generation method: 

 
Figure 20. 5-step concept generation method. 
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First step of the process is easily accomplished if the background research is done well and a brief 
reflecting user needs, competitive landscape and technological opportunities is readily available. 
Problem can also be decomposed into separate smaller pieces in this step. 
In a second step the aim is to find existing solutions. Often, at the moment of creating a new 
solution, there is someone that has already established less or more advanced way of solving the 
problem. Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) name five sources that could be checked before starting 
creating new concepts internally (see block 2 in Figure 20). Market research plays a major role in 
this step. 
Third step is an internal concept generation. Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) give four guidelines that 
should be kept in mind throughout this process: 

• Suspend judgement. Suspend evaluation for some time till many ideas are gathered. 
• Generate a lot of ideas. Explore fully the solution space. 
• Welcome ideas that seem infeasible. These can be “repaired” at a later stage. 
• Use graphical and physical media. Sketches, models make it easier to explain the idea. 
Designers use various creative methods to come up with as much concepts as possible. Ullman 
(2002) gives the main concept generation methods: 

 
Figure 21. Concept generation methods. 

Jack (2003) looks at concept generation methods evaluating time and forethought required for each 
of them. This is especially helpful in cases when time constrains are a big issue. 
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Figure 22. Time vs depth of concept generation techniques. 

While the above graph might be used as a quick screener, final decision on specific concept 
generation methods to be used requires to look a bit more into each of them. Appendix G gives an 
overview of the most commonly used concept generation techniques, their features, advantages 
and disadvantages. 
Fourth step of the process by Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) proposes using classification tree, which 
aims at classifying all solutions, both made internally or brought from the outside, according to 
certain criteria into distinct classes. Combination table, which is a sort of morphological matrix 
for the whole concept generation phase, is a second tool which contains fragments from each 
concept that can then be connected to produce a few overall solutions. 
The final stage of 5-step concept generation method by Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) fits nicely to 
the last layer of product concepting process developed by Keinonen and Takala (2006) (Figure 
19). Therefore, concept evaluation is discussed further in the section 2.3.4 Concept evaluation. 

2.3.4 Concept evaluation  
Concept evaluation and final choice is a crucial part that has a big impact on further product 
development process. Keinonen and Takala (2006) in their book talk about occasions when 
product development personnel see a new concept appearing out of the blue. “The product idea 
that a decision-maker happens to come across just as product development resources are freed up 
is the idea that will be developed further.” In such random decision process, there is a high risk 
that the best concepts will be missed. Therefore, some concept evaluation techniques were 
developed that consider both, qualitative and quantitative, data. 
One of the most common evaluation method is a scoring method, also known as Pugh’s matrix. 
With this technique, pre-defined characteristics of each concept are evaluated comparing them to 
the reference object and given points. Result shows which concept scored the most points. In more 
advanced version of such method weight of characteristics is added showing what is the 
importance of each criteria. Example of Pugh’s matrix can be seen in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Pugh’s matrix for alternative helicopter systems’ evaluation (SigmaZone, 2013). 

However, quantitative information required for such evaluation is often obsolete for rough product 
concepts. Keinonen and Takala (2006) identify that possible benefits of the best concepts are 
hidden behind higher risks and therefore average solutions are selected. They also name “lack of 
a decision making rationale” and “a relatively comprehensive investigative and measuring phase” 
as problems with evaluating early concepts with this method. 
To avoid these problems more qualitative approach – team evaluation – can be used. Team of 
experts gathers to discuss most promising concepts and directions for further product development. 
Keinonen and Takala (2006) give four basic steps to follow for a team evaluation: 
1. Team should consist of experts from variety of different fields. 
2. Criteria for concept evaluation should be simple and clear to everyone. 
3. Criteria and evaluation process should make all concepts comparable, not depending on 

level of detail. 
4. Concepts should be presented so that multiple aspects of it could be evaluated. 
Methods involving end-users also give more qualitative data. One popular way to do it is adapted 
from market research and was already discussed before – focus groups. A group of end-users is 
arranged, given or shown the concepts and let to discuss. “User evaluations can provide valuable 
information on the feasibility and details of new product features” (Keinonen and Takala, 2006). 
Although criteria for evaluating concepts are different in every individual case, Keinonen and 
Takala (2006) developed a list of main factors used for evaluating concepts, based on survey of 
managers and researchers (Figure 24). These criteria are divided into groups and could be useful 
in many different fields. 
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Figure 24. Criteria for product concepts evaluation. 

As could be seen from the Figure 19 before, the process is not necessarily finished with concept 
evaluation. In many cases iterations are required. Certain concepts can lead to new fields that must 
be researched, new questions to be asked or additional concepts to be generated. 
Successful finish of concept generation and selection should end in a way that would allow 
subsequent product development process to be started easily. Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) explain 
that concepts are normally expressed as either sketches or rough 3D models and are additionally 
accompanied by textural description. Therefore, ideally concept development part of the project 
should end with one of the visual representations and a short text supporting it. 
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3  IMPLEMENTATION 
In this chapter methods described before are followed to implement the market research and 
concept development phases. Work process and actions taken are overviewed. 

3.1 Market research 
In this subchapter process of market research implementation is described. 

3.1.1 Problem definition 
Following the process described in the Frame of Reference market research is started with 
identifying the problem. As was mentioned in the first chapter, a few competitors were seen to be 
launching handheld machines for deep cutting and a gap in the company’s products’ portfolio was 
seen (Figure 1). Therefore, new marketing opportunity of handheld deep cutting is a driving factor 
for this research. It can be identified as an ambiguous problem, as it is a new field for the company, 
there is very little knowledge on how these machines work, what the users of such devices are and 
where can these be used. Therefore, problem for the market research is defined as follows: 
Is there a need and application for a handheld concrete deep cutting machine? 

3.1.2 Research design 
For ambiguous problems exploratory research design is used. Expected outcomes of the 
exploratory research are identified: 

• Get better understanding of the market situation in handheld deep cutting. 
• Discover if there is a need for such machines. 
• Discover who the users are. 
• Discover what the applications are. 
• Get first insights from the users. 
• Formulate hypotheses. 

Table 1 gives the recommended data collection methods for exploratory research: secondary data, 
depth interviews, focus groups, projective techniques, observations, ethnographies. 

3.1.3 Data collection method and sample design 
To pick the right data collection methods out of the recommended ones it is necessary to look back 
to section 2.2.2 Market research methods. To achieve the first four desired outcomes secondary 
research method can be used. It requires little time and is easy to access, therefore is perfect to get 
the first broad insight into the market, get an idea where and by whom the machines are used. 
Internet and literature are taken as the main external sources. Based on availability, existing 
internal research studies are taken into consideration as well. 

Following the secondary research, interviews are used to get first insights from the users. This 
method is preferred over observations and focus groups because it is relatively straightforward, 
does not require any machines physically present, nor experienced moderator or special site. 
However, semi-structured interviews rather than in-depth are chosen because a secondary research 
might rise some specific questions that could be addressed during the interviews and some 
quantitative data could be collected as well. 
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Sampling for these interviews is done using company’s network. Being an international firm it has 
multiple offices around the world that take care of selling company’s products and services. 
Therefore, non-probability quota sampling is chosen to select interviewees from the existing 
customer base. As described in section 2.2.1.3 Data collection methods and sample design, quota 
sampling needs some pre-specified characteristics according to which sample is selected. For this, 
secondary research is employed again. Internal sales reports are analysed to get the idea on who 
could be the potential buyers of such machines. This is done by looking at sales history of the 
handheld concrete cutter in company’s portfolio that has the closest cutting depth to that of deep 
cutting machines. Furthermore, a few other characteristics are determined in a brainstorming 
session with market research specialist and project manager. Everything is concluded in a one-
page screener, including quota number for different trades, based on already mentioned sales 
history. Same brainstorming session is used to come up with main topics and questions to be 
covered in the interview which is then transformed to semi-structured questionnaire. Different 
countries are chosen based on the market size, customers’ habits, language and geographical 
location and screener is sent to responsible product managers there to preselect customers to be 
interviewed. Interview screener and questionnaire can be found in Appendices B and C. 

In addition, projective technique is used. Based on current solutions on the market and possible 
variations, several cards with pictures and some technical details of different deep cutting solutions 
are created. These are shown to the interviewees at the end of the interview, who are then asked to 
give some thoughts about different solutions. Cards are presented in certain order and Figure 25 
shows how these cards are structured. Decision process is monitored recording interviewee’s 
motivation for each choice going from the top and narrowing it down to 1-2 most liked solutions. 

 

Figure 25. Chart of proposed possible solutions. 

As an example, one of the cards can be seen in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Card used for the interviews. 

Lastly, focus group is formed within the company, consisting of product managers, group 
manager, technical project manager, marketing manager, supply manager and market research 
specialist. Such good mix of experts from different fields allows critically evaluate different 
machines from different perspectives and instantly spot possible areas for differentiation. Usability 
testing is organised, where focus group is introduced with a few competitors’ machines and 
perform short tests in different settings, on different materials, etc. This is followed by discussion 
where qualitative data is gathered and short questionnaire where machines are quantitatively 
evaluated in different aspects. Questionnaire can be found in Appendix D. 

3.1.4 Data collection 
Collection of secondary data starts with so-called desk research. It includes using internet search 
engine Google to find concrete cutting machines on the market, analysing known producers’, such 
as Milwaukee, Husqvarna, Hilti, DeWalt, etc., and retailers’ websites, catalogues, manuals and 
browsing “Google patents” database. A few literature sources are then used, such as “Construction 
Europe” and “International Rental News” magazines for construction professionals published by 
the KHL group to look for any new products that could have been missed online. Furthermore, 
internal sources are used. Company’s intellectual property database for more patents is overviewed 
and existing research study “Frequent handheld diamond cutting with big tools” from 2005 is 
reviewed to see if there was a need to cut deep then. 

For the primary research three countries – Denmark, Finland and Sweden – and three trades – 
construction, rental and diamond services contractors – are targeted. Screeners are sent to the local 
offices and trips are planned, meanwhile local product managers take care of interviewees pre-
selection process. For a couple of weeks three to six interviews a day are conducted in different 
locations. Using unexpected opportunity, one more country – Lithuania – is added for a few 
additional interviews. Majority of interviews are conducted at customers’ construction sites, thus 
allowing to incorporate a bit of observation and giving some additional insights. Focus group 
usability workshop is carried out. Moments from primary research are shown in the figures below. 
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Figure 27. Moments from primary research. 

In parallel, multiple meetings are organised with various managers and technical experts. These 
give additional information on market situation and valuable insights on different technical 
platforms, their nuances. 

3.1.5 Data analysis 
Following the procedure from section 2.2.1.5 Data analysis we see that there are six steps to be 
followed to prepare data for mining. Validation is omitted as all the interviews are conducted 
personally. Quick editing is then performed to clarify some comments that were abbreviated due 
to fast pace of the interviews. For questions that give quantitative data codes are created using 
possible answers and for more open questions content analysis technique is used. Data is entered 
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manually as number of interviews is not significant. For data cleaning, interviews are once more 
reviewed for any suspicious or ambiguous answers and pairwise deletion method is used for half-
filled interviews. Quantitative data is then put together to charts and qualitative data summarised 
as statements. 

3.1.6 Interpreting, discussing and presenting the findings 
Findings are presented to project manager, interpreted and discussed in a group. Based on results, 
several hypotheses are formulated regarding current situation of handheld deep cutting machines 
in the market and common user opinion about these devices is formed. The findings are further 
communicated to higher management by project manager. 

3.1.7 Second loop of market research 
As described in the Frame of Reference, exploratory research is meant to clarify ambiguous 
problem and narrow it down to somewhat defined problem. Even though, at the moment of writing 
this, second market research loop is not started and results are not presented in this report, some 
work is done to formulate more specific questions and hypotheses that are raised from the results 
of the first loop. These are then presented to market research colleagues that undertake a much 
more extensive quantitative and qualitative research in the second loop. 

3.2 Concept development 
Results from the secondary research, customer interviews, target group workshop and internal 
meetings are brought together and summarised in a design brief. For this, a Design Brief 
Worksheet adapted from a Science Buddies (2011) is used. These different sources of information 
give all three components of Background Research layer in product concepting process by 
Keinonen and Takala – technology, customer knowledge and business intelligence. 

For a concept generation, the 5-step method by Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) is used that is described 
in the previous chapter. For problem decomposition, handheld concrete cutter is divided into 
separate pieces that perform certain functions. Results from the market research correspond to the 
external search in the 5-step process. Individual brainstorming and analogies are then used to 
generate some ideas internally. These are combined with insights from the market research and 
presented together in a morphological matrix. Few most promising concepts are then derived from 
the matrix. 

Using weighted Pugh’s matrix with Machine A from the focus group testing as a baseline, concepts 
are evaluated and one final solution is chosen. As a last step, based on the customers’ and focus 
group’s feedbacks, a few design solutions and features for a chosen concept are created with a goal 
to eliminate current machines’ drawbacks, to strengthen and emphasize a few most important 
characteristics. 

3.2.1 Concept generation 
For the first step of concept development, morphological chart with certain key components, or 
concept fragments, is made (see Table 2). 
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Table 2. Morphological matrix for handheld deep cutting 

 
Based on gathered knowledge, evaluating customer feedback, pros and cons of different technical 
platforms, two most promising concepts are derived from the chart (see Figure 28): 

• Concept 1 – single-phase ring saw. 
• Concept 2 – 3-phase chain saw with external power box. 
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Figure 28. Concepts for concrete cutters. 

3.2.2 Concept evaluation 

A number of most relevant criteria are listed and concepts evaluated using weighted Pugh’s matrix. 
Results are presented in the Table 3 below. 

Table 3. Concept evaluation 
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To avoid underestimating some aspects of the two concepts, different concepts are discussed in a 
team evaluation, where pros and cons of different solutions are reviewed.  As can be seen from the 
Pugh’s matrix, electric single-phase ring saw with a telescopic blade guard is the preferred concept. 
Using the design brief a few specific design features for this concept are developed and presented 
in the Results chapter. 

3.2.3 Gear calculations for a ring blade 
As will be seen in the next chapter, one of the technical improvements or design features includes 
a gear profile. Therefore, some internal gear geometry calculations are done to get an idea of size 
and shape of the teeth for the given diameter of the blade. This is done to make sure that the given 
solution performs not only aesthetical function but is a functional, feasible and realistic 
improvement. 

Firstly, online Internal/External Gear Calculator (Otvinta, 2015) is used to find out the right 
number of teeth for gears. Interface of the online calculator is shown in the figure below. 

 
Figure 29. Internal/External Gear Calculator. 

Then, formulas (1), (2), (3) and (4) are used to derive other geometrical parameters of the gears. 

ℎ𝑎𝑎 = (1 + 𝑥𝑥)𝑚𝑚     (1) 

 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 = 𝑑𝑑 − 2ℎ𝑎𝑎     (2) 

   ℎ = 2.25𝑚𝑚      (3) 

 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓 = 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 + 2ℎ      (4) 
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4  RESULTS 
In this chapter findings gathered from the market research are collected. In the second part of the 
chapter outcomes from the concept development process are presented and a few design features 
that were developed are shown. 

4.1 Market overview 

4.1.1 Secondary research 
Information gathered from the desk research is collected into one sheet and an extensive 
competition landscape for machines cutting above 12 cm deep is built. Table includes pictures, 
website links, main technical characteristics of the machines, applications, differentiating 
factors/USPs, prices of machines and some consumables. 21 different brands were found that 
provide handheld solutions for cutting at least 12 cm deep, out of which 14 offer machines cutting 
above 15 cm. Machines having all the different power sources – electric, gas, hydraulic and 
pneumatic – could be found in the market, with a power ranging from 2.2 to 13 kW. A huge 
diversity in prices is noticed as well, cheapest option being a bit above €800 and going as high as 
€10000. Figure 30 below shows a small portion of this table. Full list can be found in Appendix F. 

 
Figure 30. Part of competition landscape. 

After reviewing around 20 patents for different handheld machines it was discovered that Cut-n-
Break solution is still protected by patents. Some companies, such as Diamond Products and 
Husqvarna, also hold patents on specific drive mechanisms for ring saws. This has to be kept in 
mind later in the project when product development stage is reached. 
Existing research study “Frequent handheld diamond cutting with big tools” conducted in three 
countries with more than a thousand telephone interviews revealed that around a quarter of 
applications requires cuts deeper than 15 cm. This shows that back in 2005 there was a huge need 
of deep cutting machines and gives a good ground for the assumption that deep cutting machines 
are still desirable today. 
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4.1.2 Primary research 

4.1.2.1 Interviews 
In total 35 interviews were conducted: 8 in Denmark, 17 in Finland, 8 in Sweden and 2 in 
Lithuania. Representatives from three trades were interviewed. Percentage distribution of 
interviews per trade is given in the Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31. Percentage of interviews per trade. 

Analysing interview transcripts for each separate trade it was discovered that customers in 
construction are either not that much aware of deep cutting solutions or see them as too expensive 
for the frequency of application. Therefore, they rather use workaround methods or hire diamond 
service contractors that do cutting for them. 
Eight basic applications that require deep cutting were discovered, of which door, window and 
other openings are the dominant ones (see Figure 32). 

 
Figure 32. Deep cutting applications. 
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Regarding cutting depth required for these applications no strict quantitative results were obtained. 
However, looking back to Figure 1, observing and asking visited customers what is the standard 
wall thickness and discussing the topic with some colleagues it was roughly estimated that cutting 
depth of 200 – 250 mm could solve most of deep cutting needs. Diamond Service Contractors use 
deep cutting machines daily or at least weekly, while construction trade users use deep cutting 
machines very rarely or never. 
Asking people that do the job themselves about brands and machines currently used for deep 
cutting application it was found out that the dominant machine type is a regular circular saw. Some 
of respondents own ring saws as well, while only very few have chain or Cut-n-Break cutters. This 
gives a first indication that handheld deep cutting machines have not yet penetrated the market and 
have a big potential. However, as a circular saw is old, well known technology and does not really 
provide cuts more than 150 mm deep, interviewees were mostly asked about ring and chain saws 
further in the interviews. A lot of respondents were familiar with ring saws but knew little about 
chain saws that were later seen to be perceived as a poor solution in general. Therefore, the 
qualitative part is mostly addressed to ring and partly to chain saws. In addition, it was noticed that 
almost none of customers from construction trade own handheld deep cutting machine. 
For qualitative data, responses to open-end questions and various side comments were analysed 
and grouped to present the biggest concerns that customers have regarding deep cutting machines. 
Result are shown in the figure below. 

 
Figure 33. Main limitations of deep cutting machines. 

Among these negative features of deep cutting machines some seemed to have higher importance 
than the others. Concluding these findings, the major drawbacks of current ring and chain saws in 
the market are: 

• Dangerous to use 
• Unreliable 
• Difficult to maintain 
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• Not powerful enough 
• Heavy 
• Sensitive and fragile 
• Expensive 
The results from a projective research with cards containing different solutions are presented in 
the Figure 34 below. The chart shows relative interviewees’ preferences of technical platform for 
handheld deep cutting machines. 

 
Figure 34. Interviewees’ choices of possible deep cutting solutions. 

As seen from the figure, most credibility was received by the 3-phase electric ring saw with an 
external box. Some people expressed a preference towards a 3-phase electric circular blade saw 
due to the drawbacks of a ring. It can also be seen that some respondents favoured a single-phase 
ring with high frequency brushless motor. 
Incomplete circles on second and third rows confirm that a lot of interviewees were not aware of 
such solutions and could not tell what they would prefer. 

4.1.2.2 Focus group 
Machine testing with the focus group resulted in a numerical evaluation of certain machines’ 
characteristics and more open observations on their usage. Average evaluation by focus group is 
given in the table below. 
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Table 4. Evaluation of deep cutting machines. 

These results indicate how different machines for deep cutting compare to each other and are used 
later when evaluating different technical platforms for cutting machine. As can be seen from the 
table, results for Machine B and for Machine C cutting masonry are missing, which was caused 
by the lack of time and lower priority of these tests. 
In addition, various observations during and after testing were recorded. Most of them were 
addressed to Machine A, which was the main test object: 

• Strong power drop when cutting rebars. 
• High water spread when cutting walls, need special clothing. 
• Water flows into electrical motor when cutting walls causing machine to stop. 
• Blade change/maintenance is average. 
• Dead man’s switch hard to reach in certain machine holding positions. 
• Decent speed, light weight. 
• Good cutting line vision. 
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4.1.2.3 Meetings 
Internal meetings with technical, marketing experts gave last type of knowledge required – 
business intelligence. Meetings resulted in some directions towards what technical concepts, 
power sources, safety levels would be in line with a long-term company’s strategy and would fit 
company’s portfolio. Due to confidentiality, these details are not presented in this report. 

4.1.3 Market research summary 
Concluding all these findings several hypotheses are raised that set a base for the second loop of 
market research: 

• There is a need for an affordable handheld deep cutting tool that does its job. 
• Construction customers are unaware of solutions of handheld deep cutting. 
• Therefore, they use work around methods (stich drilling, breaking, cutting from two sides, 

using gas machines indoors). 
• If construction trade were aware of this solution they would buy the tool. 
• Construction clients do not perform specified applications frequently. The tool would be 

used infrequently and would serve as a “problem solver”. 
• Single-phase ring saw could be at the limit for hard reinforced concrete. 
• Single-phase chain saw is not powerful enough to cut hard materials. 

In addition to raised hypotheses, all the findings from different sources are brought together to 
complete the design brief used for concept development (APPENDIX E). 

4.2 Concept development 
The chosen concept – electric single-phase ring saw with a telescopic blade guard – is developed 
a bit further and three design features are created. 

4.2.1 Design features 
First design feature – toothed ring drive (Figure 35). Regular friction drive that all current day ring 
saws have is replaced with gear mechanism where ring itself is outer gear and drive roller is 
replaced by internal gear. This feature improves multiple aspects that were addressed during the 
market research: 

• Power – teeth are naturally associated with gears, strong, precise mechanical devices and 
machinery. This feature not only communicates power but can actually increase power 
output as a ring is not driven by friction but by gear transmission. It should be added here, 
that encapsulated brushless high frequency induction motor can be used, that as well 
increases power and solves water-caused short circuit problem. 

• Reliability/lifetime – as it is not driven by friction anymore, teeth wear down much slower 
than the friction surfaces of a current drive mechanism. 

• Maintenance – less wear means less frequent maintenance. Encapsulated motor also makes 
cleaning of the machine easier. 
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Figure 35. Toothed ring blade. 

Second design feature – telescopic blade guard. Analogy from a sliding swimming pool cover and 
inspiration from the armadillo animal, which is known to have very strong multiple hinged bands, 
were used to generate this idea (Figure 36). 

 
Figure 36. Inspiration for a telescopic blade guard (Elitpool; Telegraph, 2005). 

Guard is constructed of 5 hard plastic pieces that slide into each other once the blade is pushed 
deeper into the material (Figure 37). Outermost segment is equipped with a pair of plastic rollers 
that run on the surface of material being cut, minimising the friction between the guard and 
material and ensuring smooth sliding of the guard. 
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Figure 37. Telescopic blade guard 
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Telescopic blade guard solves two important issues: 

• Safety – such blade guard communicates safety and is an actual solution for the major safety 
issue. Exposing only a small part of a blade to surroundings makes it appear less dangerous, 
reduces the risk of touching the blade by accident and prevents injuries from kickbacks. 

• Water spread –  the blade guard prevents water from splashing up from the blade, therefore 
overall water spread is reduced. 

Last but not least, single-hand start switch, or so-called dead man’s switch. Main applications of 
deep cutting saws are various openings, which means that they are used in both vertical and 
horizontal orientation, on the floor, ceiling or walls. Therefore, such machines require a simple, 
yet safe, starting switch that could be easily triggered in various positions. Start switch 
incorporating sliding safety trigger is designed that is both hard to engage accidently but easy to 
start with one hand when needed. 

   

Figure 38. Start switch. 

As can be seen from the figure, the machine is turned on by moving red slider backwards and 
pressing the black button right after. In such way it is compactly located in one place, is easy to 
trigger and makes the machine more user-friendly. 
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5  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
A discussion of the results and the conclusions that were drawn during the Master of Science thesis 
are presented in this chapter. The conclusions are based from the analysis with the intention to 
answer the formulation of questions that is presented in Chapter 1. 

5.1 Discussion 
A great part of this thesis report is given to the process and methods of market research and concept 
development. This is done for a few reasons. Firstly, the project is not over with this thesis. Once 
the thesis is finished other people in the company continue working on a project and therefore it is 
crucial to know what steps were followed, why and how everything was done so far. In addition, 
following processes and methods developed by scientists gives some structure to the work and 
allows to reflect on current company’s ways of doing things with respect to the theoretical 
approach. 
Quite a lot of freedom was given on choosing approaches to market research, while design part 
was conducted separately from the company, as real design work has not been started yet. 
Therefore, there were not that many touchpoints with actual company’s procedures. Rather 
independently finding solutions and ways to achieve results was appreciated. However, seeing 
examples of old market research and talking with industrial designers within the company it was 
noticed that the company’s methods are close to the ones described in this project. In addition, it 
was seen that design procedures within the company are well standardised and thoroughly 
documented which was not that much emphasized on theoretical frameworks. 
Looking back to the planning report and project goals that were listed there, all the objectives, 
except OB3 (market size) and OB7 (development cost) were, more or less, met. These two, 
however, were out of the scope of the exploratory research performed. Nevertheless, valuable 
qualitative data collected made it possible to raise hypotheses that form the base for further stages 
of market research. What is more, some findings and signs about the market need and potential 
were discovered, but more specific information is needed for confirmation. At the moment of 
writing this, a second loop of market research is about to be launched. Main goals of it include 
collecting quantitative data that will answer the remaining questions and supplementing previously 
gathered information with details and numbers. Having these missing pieces will let a solid 
business case to be built and to come to the final decision whether a new machine development 
should be started. 
As can be seen from the concept development part of the thesis, an approach where a number of 
design features that could be incorporated in the design based on the insights from the market 
research are created, was chosen. In addition, these design features were only made for the most 
important and distinctive part of the machine – the cutting head. The rest of the machine’s body, 
on the other hand, can be built similarly as other cutting devices that the company already has and 
therefore is not an area of focus in this thesis. Full product concept development would require a 
much more detailed design brief and, therefore, second or even further market research loops to 
be finished. Due to time and extent constrains of the thesis project, only results from the first 
market research phase are available. As a result, design brief and developed features are based 
only on the exploratory research presented in this report and are rather simplistic. 
Looking from a design perspective, it is worth saying that as the company is targeting construction 
professionals the focus is on performance, quality, reliability, weight and other technical 
characteristics of the machines. In contrary to consumer goods, such as mobile phones or lawn 
movers for regular house owners, these machines do not have that high requirements and need for 
excellent visual appearance. Even though it is used to communicate certain features or brand, 
adjusting colours or texture of the surface can adjust the perception on how sturdy the device looks 
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but what professionals need is an actual proven strength of the machine for a daily use. Due to this 
reason, design features introduced in the report were somewhat technical and highly functional as 
well. 

5.2 Conclusions 
Performed market research revealed that there is a need for deep cutting solutions in the market. 
Applications that require to cut deeper than 15 cm are mostly window, door, ventilation openings, 
resizing of bricks or concrete elements and fixing mistakes done during moulding. 
Nowadays, there are solutions for such applications. Over 20 different brands offer handheld 
machines that can cut deep. Circular and ring saws are the most widely spread ones. These are 
followed by less popular Cut-n-Break machines and chain saws. Combustion engines and electric 
three-phase motors power most of the current devices on the market. Circular saws having limited 
cutting depth are often supplemented with a ring saw that has a cutting depth of 200 – 300 mm. 
Chain saw with its extraordinary cutting depth is, however, not that popular as it is a pretty 
expensive and physically hard to use solution. Cut-n-break machines, on the other hand, are easy 
to use but require more time due to special cutting technique and are relatively new products. 
Another finding from the market research shows that most construction professionals are either 
not aware of current handheld deep cutting solutions or find those solutions not attractive and use 
workarounds or subcontract these jobs. Proper, reliable machine would bring clear value to such 
users – less effort, time, money spent and more independence. Therefore, construction 
professionals are the main target group and has the biggest potential. 
Main limiting factors of current machines are low reliability, safety, high price, maintenance and 
tiresome usage of these machines. Looking at the research results and considering pros and cons 
of different technical platforms, handy, safe and reliable single-phase electric ring saw is seen to 
be the most attractive solution and a good problem-solver device for construction professionals. 
Proposed design features – toothed ring, telescopic blade guard and start switch – improve most 
of the critical characteristics that are currently limiting number of users: power, reliability, 
maintenance, safety, water spread and user-friendliness. 
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6  RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this chapter, recommendations and future work in the field of handheld deep cutting are 
presented. 

6.1 Recommendations 
Reflecting back on the performed market research it is noticeable that interviewing part faced some 
challenges. Looking at the results it can be seen that screener and quota were not followed 
precisely. Due to indirect communication with recruiting colleagues some criteria for interviewees 
selected were not followed. Quota was also not fully met, mainly due to time constraints and 
limited resources. Questions for the questionnaire and cards for a projective method were well and 
thoroughly developed. However, during actual interviews it was noticed that most of the 
respondents are very busy and not willing to answer too many questions or spend too much time 
on their answers. Many questions had to be addressed while walking or when interviewees were 
showing around their construction site which also limited the whole discussion a bit. Because of 
that, some interview questions from day one were seen to be of a lower priority and were left aside 
for most of the subsequent interviews. 
Questionnaires and screening for the following loops of market research should be prepared with 
even greater attention and experience from the first loop should be kept in mind. In general, 
questionnaires should be shorter or interviews more carefully organised to make sure that 
interviewee can spend certain amount of time to answer the questions, has enough motivation and 
interest. Screening should be monitored and directed more closely keeping direct contact with the 
people choosing the interviewees. 
Arranging focus group workshop a lot of organisational experience was gained. However, taking 
care that everything runs smoothly and time is used as effectively as possible might detract from 
some important secondary tasks, for example – recording comments. Even though a lot of useful 
information was collected during this stage of primary research, it felt that more effort and 
consideration could have been put into collecting comments throughout the workshop. 

6.2 Future work 
As mentioned a bit earlier, second loop of interviews is being launched which focuses on collecting 
quantitative data that will give approximate market size and its potential, also provide some data 
for future pricing strategies. At the same time, different paths for product development are 
evaluated and development plan is being prepared that will provide missing information on cost 
estimation. 
Results from these activities will have to be brought together and used to build a business case. 
Ideally, if the case is good and promising, the standard product development process would start. 
This would also include industrial design part during which company’s design guidelines would 
have to be applied to the new product. Later in the process, third and further market research loops 
should be conducted with physical prototypes to see the acceptance of the new machine and fine-
tune the product. 
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APPENDIX A: Market research: corporate perspective 
Previously presented market research process is a generic process that is more or less used by all 
the researchers, adapting some steps to each specific case. However, there is a difference between 
academic research and a market research in a company. While “in an academic process of 
knowledge generation, different roles are typically pooled in the same person…, in a typical 
Market Research project, one commonly finds a division of roles” (Schroiff, 2007). Author looks 
at the process from the corporate perspective (see Figure 39), assigning roles to different groups 
in the company and refers to it as the “Market research project”. “The Business Manager defines 
the nature of the research problem, the Corporate Market Researcher translates the knowledge 
deficit into a testable design, while the Research Supplier is mostly involved in the actual conduct 
of the study, the data reduction, etc” (Schroiff, 2007). 

 
Figure 39. Micro process of market research project (Hans-Willi Schroiff, 2007). 

Looking at this approach and seeing the logic behind it is advantageous in this specific thesis 
project at the company, where market research is carried out in a very similar manner. This 
knowledge will allow to reflect on the process later on assessing its effectiveness. In addition, 
keeping in mind the division of roles, one can understand that not everything is in hands of a 
student, standing somewhere in between the business manager and corporate research, performing 
market research within the company. Some stages of the research, especially when it comes to an 
extensive research, are taken care of by corporate research department and external research 
agencies. 
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APPENDIX B: Interview screener 
EXPECTED DURATION OF AN INTERVIEW: ~ 30 MINUTES. 

• IN TOTAL N=20 CUSTOMERS RECRUITED PER COUNTRY 
• FOLLOW THE SCREENER AS CRITERIA FOR INTERVIEWEE SELECTION 

What we are looking for: 
COMPANY SIZE COMMENTS 

At least 5 employees  

TRADE QUOTA 

Construction N=10 

Rental N=5 

Diamond Services Contractors N=5 

POSITION in the company 
COMMENTS We are interested to interview people who are deciders or 

have influence on purchase decisions, for example: 

Company owner 

• Mix of 2 people desirable: 
worker and one of the 
listed people on the left. 

Jobsite manager / superintendent 

Project manager 

Foreman 

APPLICATION 
COMMENTS 

We are interested in customers that perform: 

Resizing or square openings in concrete, brick, block, 
masonry, stone with handheld tools. 

• Essentially deep cutting is 
core of this project but we 
also want to see different 
applications where deep 
cutting is not yet used but 
could be a solution 

We are especially interested if customer does cuts with depth 
10cm and above. 

TOOL USAGE COMMENTS 

Diamond disc saw with diameter > 400mm • We would like to 
interview at least 1-2 
customers that would 
have one of these tools. 

Diamond ring saw 

Diamond chain saw 

FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION / TOOL USAGE COMMENTS 

Monthly • Make sure the company 
does deep cutting 
themselves rather than 
subcontracting. Project based 
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APPENDIX C: Interview questionnaire 
 
 
STATISTICS  

 

 INTERVIEW NUMBER:  

 COMPANY’S NAME:  

 DATE OF INTERVIEW (DD/MM/YY): ____ / ___ / 2017 

 COUNTRY: 
+ LOCAL CURRENCY 

 Sweden 

 Denmark 

 Finland 

SEK 

DKK 

EUR 

 COMPANY SIZE: How many people are employed by 
your company at your location? 

INT:  READ OUT. SINGLE ANSWER. 

 Up to 4 employees  

 5 to 19 employees 

 20 to 49 employees 

 50 to 199 employees 

 200 employees and more 

 TRADE: Which of the following best describes 
company’s business: 

INT: READ OUT. SINGLE ANSWER. 

 General Contractors 

 Rental / Tool Hire 

 Diamond Services Contractors 
 Other (……………………………………...) 

 POSITION: Which of the following best describes your 
position within the company? 

INT: READ OUT. MULTIPLE ANSWERS IF >1 INTERVIEWEE. 

 Company owner 

 Jobsite manager / superintendent 

 Project manager 

 Foreman 

 Worker / installer 

 Other (……………………………………...) 

 PURCHASE INFLUENCE: What best describes your role 
in decision making process on which diamond 
tools/consumables to buy for your company? 

INT: DO NOT READ OUT. SINGLE ANSWER. 

 I decide myself which tools to buy 

 I have significant influence 

 I have limited influence 

 I have no influence 

 

Notes: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPLICATION  
 

1. MATERIALS: Which mineral based 
materials do you cut? 

INT: DO NOT READ OUT. MULTIPLE 
ANSWERS. 

 Concrete 

 Masonry 

 Stone 

 Asphalt 

 Other (……………………………………………………………) 

2. CUTTING DEPTH: Do you perform 
cutting in these depths? 

INT: READ OUT. MULTIPLE ANSWERS. 

 <12 cm 

 [12 – 14] cm 

 (14 – 16] cm 

 (16 – 18] cm 

 (18 – 20] cm 

 >20 cm 

¦__¦__¦__¦ % 

¦__¦__¦__¦ % 

¦__¦__¦__¦ % 

¦__¦__¦__¦ % 

¦__¦__¦__¦ % 

¦__¦__¦__¦ % 

∑   1   0   0    % 

3. APPLICATION: For which jobs do you 
need deep cutting? 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

4. REQUIREMENTS: What are the 
requirements/conditions for deep 
cutting jobs? 

(wet/dry, under/overcuts, inside/outside, etc.) 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________ 

5. FREQUENCY: How often do you 
perform jobs requiring deep cutting? 

 Daily 

 Weekly 

 Monthly 

 Project based 

 Other (……………………………………………………….......) 

Notes: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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6. TOOLS: What tools do 
you use now for these 
applications? 

 

Brand Machine Application Price Qty. 

 Brand A     

 Brand B     

 Brand C     

 Brand D     

 Brand E     

 Brand F     

 Brand G     

 Brand H     

 ……………..     

7. BLADES: What blades 
do you use with these 
tools? 

 

Brand Blade Type Size 

 Brand A    

 Brand B    

 Brand C    

 ……………..    

8. PURCHASE: What are 
your buying criteria for 
machines and blades? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

9. PURCHASE 
CHANNELS: How do 
you purchase the 
tools? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
USAGE 

 

10. LIKE / DISLIKE: What 
do you like / dislike 
about these tools? 

    ____________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

    ____________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Concept Evaluation 
INT: SHOW CARDS ONE BY ONE FOLLOWING THE STRUCTURE 

 CONCEPT SELECTION: 
Can you argument each 
selection? 

 

 

 

1-2)  _______________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

        _______________________________________________________   

2-3) _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

3-4) _______________________________________________________       

_______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

 CHARACTERISTICS/ 
FEATURES: 
What characteristics or 
features are important to 
you in this kind of tools? 
(Wet/dry, maintenance, 
weight, etc.) 

1) _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

2) _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

3) _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

4) _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

5) _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

6) _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

7) _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

8) _______________________________________________________ 

 

 
  

1 4 3 2 
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 ADVANTAGES: What do 
you especially like about 
these concepts? 

1) 

 

2) 

 

3) 

 

 DISADVANTAGES:  
Do you notice something 
that you don’t like or 
foresee something that 
would be a problem for you 
with this concept? 

1) 

 

2) 

 

3) 

 

 RAIL: If there was a 
possibility to install tool on 
the guide rail would you be 
interested in this 
accessory? 

 

 

 MODULAR: Would you like 
to have a modular system 
with exchangeable tool 
heads? 

 

 

 

Notes: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX D: Focus group questionnaire  
Hands-on Workshop Handheld Deep Cutting 

 

Name: ……………………………………………………………… 

Tool Concrete  Masonry 

Performance. How well does it perform its job? 

 Very low                                                Very high  Very low                                                Very high 

Machine A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Power. How powerful it feels and is it enough of power? 

 Very low                                                Very high   Very low                                               Very high 

Machine A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Safety. Does it feel safe? Does it look safe? 

 Very unsafe                                           Very safe  Very unsafe                                           Very safe 

Machine A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Weight. Does it feel heavy? 

 Very light                                            Very heavy  Very light                                            Very heavy 

Machine A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Ease of use/Ergonomics. Is it comfortable to use? 

 Very uncomfortable              Very comfortable  Very uncomfortable              Very comfortable 

Machine A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Overall experience. 

 Negative                                                   Positive  Negative                                                   Positive 

Machine A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Comments: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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APPENDIX E: Design brief 
 

Design Brief Worksheet 
Define the problem you intend to solve. [Who] needs [what] because [why]: 
Currently the company does not offer a handheld machine that could cut concrete deeper than 
15 cm. However, customers in construction industry have such need and therefore are using 
competitors’ solutions or other workaround methods. By introducing a new handheld machine, 
better than the others, for deep cutting this business opportunity could be used to generate 
profit for the company. 

 
Describe how existing products are used and why they fail to address the problem: 
Existing products on the market are: 
• Dangerous. Big blades that are not always well covered, water sensitive motors. 
• Unreliable. Often break. 
• Difficult to maintain. Take long time to change consumables, need frequent adjustments. 
• Lacking power for heavier jobs. 
• Heavy. 
• Expensive. Both machines and consumables. 

 
Describe the target user for your solution: 
Target users – construction professionals. These users are unaware of solutions of handheld 
deep cutting. They do not need this machine frequently. It would be used infrequently and 
would serve as a “problem solver”. They need an affordable machine that would do the job, 
not necessarily fastest or the most powerful. 

 
List the requirements for your solution: 

• Safe to use. Blade guards and water resistant motor. 
• Reliable and sturdy enough for infrequent use (few times per month). 
• Enough power for concrete cutting with moderate rebars. 
• Easy to maintain. 
• Ergonomic handle and buttons for different holding positions. 
• Less water spread. 
• Weight no more than 10 kg. 
• Able to cut at least 20 cm deep. 
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APPENDIX F: Competition landscape 
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APPENDIX G: Concept generation techniques 
 
Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is probably the most well know ideation method. It is a session where people try to 
think of as many ideas as possible and put them on paper. Originally developed for teams 
brainstorming also works for an individual. Ullman (2002) gives four simple rules that must be 
followed to successfully make use of this method: 
1. Record any and every idea generated. 
2. Generate as many ideas as possible. 
3. Do not limit yourself, think “out of the box”. Even the silliest ideas might turn useful. 
4. Do not evaluate ideas – just generate them. 
Brainstorming is a good initial way for completely new ideas generation. In case of group 
brainstorming Ullman (2002) advises that keeping group’s spirit fun and relaxed helps with 
opening minds and stimulating new thoughts. While good sides of this methods are clear, there are 
some drawbacks behind the method as well: 

• Since “wild” thinking is encouraged, many ideas turn to be unrealistic and are rejected 
afterwards. 

• In group brainstorming one person can talk at a time, therefore there is a risk that while one 
person is explaining his concept, others forget their own ideas. 

• Certain concepts, especially good ones, proposed by one participant can get stuck in minds 
of other participants thus narrowing fields of exploration. 

• Social matching effect (Brown and Paulus, 1996): two people brainstorming will adjust to 
match their productivity levels. Therefore, some participants might generate less concept 
than they would actually do alone. 

Method 6-3-5 
6-3-5 method is similar to brainstorming but is performed on a paper and more structured. Six 
participants are creating three concepts on a plane sheet of paper. Every five minutes sheets are 
rotated and the next person has to come up with another three ideas, which can build on ideas 
proposed by previous participant or can be completely new concepts. On one side, this method can 
lead to more concepts overall, as every five minutes participants have to come up with three new 
concepts, no one is dominating the conversation and multiple ideas are put on a paper in the room 
at once. On the other side, a bit of social effect and spontaneous group discussion is lost that could 
otherwise trigger new ideas. 

Analogy 
Analogy is another aid for concept generation. Designers look for objects that provide similar 
function to the object that is aimed to be created. Michael Wertheimer (1991) defined analogy as 
“discovery of the applicability of an existing schema to a new situation”. This can be done by 
thinking about similar objects in totally different fields. One analogy could be thinking about 
packaging for a new product as an egg shell. Another example given by Ullman (2002) is a bird 
and plane analogy. Even though it proved to be not the right solution in the end, it most certainly 
helped to generate some ideas about flying devices with flapping wings that could carry people. 

Extremes and inverses 
Ullman (2002) defines extremes and inverses as the method more used to refine and understand 
concepts than to generate completely new ones. It involves transforming “current concepts into 
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others by taking them to extremes or considering inverses”. Author gives a few generalised 
examples, such as: 

• Take things that are in order and switch top with bottom, first with last. 
• Switch outside with inside. 
• Make a rigid thing flexible and other way around. 
• Change something that is straight to something curved, rectangular to circular, etc. 

Morphological method 
The morphological method is a two-step technique. To be able to use it, problem to be solved, or 
product/service being created, should be broken down into separate parts or functions that it has 
to perform. First step of the method focuses on creating as many concepts for each function as 
possible. Aim for a second step is to connect these separate concepts into one overall concept that 
would solve all the functions required. End result normally takes a form of a table/matrix where 
all concepts for each function are listed and one overall concept is defined by connecting separate 
table cells. Example of a new guitar design generated using morphological method is shown in the 
Figure 40. 

 
Figure 40. Morphological chart (Industrialjam, 2013). 

However, Ullman (2002) identifies three main problems with morphological method: 
1. Method generates too many possible concepts. Looking at the example above we can see 

that there are 144 (4×3×4×3) possible different ways to connect the cells. 
2. This method assumes that all parts or functions are independent from each other. However, 

this is not always true. As an example from Figure 40, we could say that first pick up concept 
cannot work with the second body design due to geometrical constraints. 

3. A coarse evaluation is taking place while using this method and therefore many final 
concepts can make no sense. However, Ullman (2002) advises not to reject them too early. 

TRIZ method 
“TRIZ is based on the idea that many of the problems that engineers face contain elements that 
have already been solved, often in a completely different industry, for a totally unrelated situation, 
that uses an entirely different technology to solve the problem” (Ullman, 2002). Genrikh 
Altshuller, the developer of TRIZ method, noticed that certain principles are repeated over and 
over again to solve different problems in different fields. He developed 40 inventive principles 
that can be followed and help in solving engineering problems and generating new concepts. 
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Axiomatic design method 
Axiomatic design is another logical concept generation method that was developed by Nam Suh, 
a professor in MIT. Method involves two axioms that are supported by 30 theorems. The two 
axioms are: 
1. Independence axiom. Change in a design parameter (geometric properties) should have 

effect only on a single function. 
2. “Minimize the information content of the design” (Ullman, 2002). Simplest designs have 

highest chances to be successful. 

Different view on concept development 
Different methods to perform market research or concept development were presented in the 
report. On the other hand, Keinonen and Takala (2006) in their book argue that there is hardly any 
step-by-step process that could be used for such creative process as concept generation. They 
suggest that only tools that can help here are those that foster designers’ creativity, innovative 
thinking and ability to visualise ideas clearly. Having such mindset one could also argue that taking 
a walk in a park, listening to music or doing any other activities could be considered as concept 
generation methods if these activities inspire designers and generate new ideas. Confirming such 
attitude Jack (2003) gives one concept generation method called “Eureka” whose description is 
rather simple: “wait for inspiration”. A bit more structured process was followed in this work but 
it shows that there is no one right way and methodologies is a topic for discussion. 
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APPENDIX H: Project process summary 
 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Power source 
Electric 

single-phase 
motor 

Electric 
3-phase 
motor 

Combustion 
engine 

Hydraulic 
Motor 

Pneumatic 
motor 

Motor type Universal High 
frequency -   

Electronics External Integrated - 

  

Deep cutting 

  

  
 

Blade cover 

Stationary Pivoting Telescopic

 

Telescopic-
pivoting 

No cover 

Front handle 

     

Rear handle 
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